Quick Response by KWS Keeps Beef Processor at Full Production

Beef is processed in over 30 states in the US to meet the high demands of consumers. Byproducts generated in the process are used for many other products such as pet food and paint.

Challenge
A beef processing plant was replacing a screw conveyor used to handle bones and large animal parts. The existing screw conveyor was near failure and downtime would shut down the plant since the conveyor was critical to operations. A new screw conveyor was needed immediately.

Solution
Motion Industries called KWS because they knew KWS could make the delivery and meet the end user’s needs. KWS reduced the lead time by 50-percent and made sure the new screw conveyor was delivered, installed and operating properly. No down time was lost.

"KWS meets their commitments. My end user only wants KWS conveyors in his plant."
— Motion Industries Account Representative